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Update: Vendor has been replaced with Supplier. 
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A new functionality in 9.2 is Financial Sanctions for Suppliers. For U.S.-based 
companies and their foreign subsidiaries, a federal regulation from the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) requires that suppliers be validated against a Specially 
Designated Nationals (SDN) list prior to payment. SDNs are organizations and 
individuals such as terrorists and narcotics traffickers whose assets are blocked. The 
U.S. Department of the Treasury releases an SDN list periodically (also referred to as 
the OFAC file). The file can be accessed by anyone at any time. This list will be loaded 
into Core-CT on a yearly basis and updated weekly. This list will compare our supplier 
names and addresses to the SDN list , if a match is discovered it will mark the supplier 
as blocked or for review and this will impact creating vouchers. 
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When you create a voucher, a message will appear if the supplier is in review or 
blocked. If you have questions please contact the Accounts Payable Division.
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The WorkCenter is a central area for users to access their work related to the roles 
they have in a specific module. They enable users to access various pages and 
perform daily tasks without leaving the WorkCenter, which reduces the time used 
when navigating through menus.

For Accounts Payable users, you will be able to review vouchers ready for approval, 
any exceptions, and vouchers ready for payment.
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AP Work Center

Users must also set filters for each of the pagelets in the My Work section. Filters can 
be changed at any time to display useful information. – As presented earlier by 
Donalynn
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Document Tolerance Checking (FS_DOC_TOL)  is a new process in the Voucher Life 
Cycle for PO vouchers. It will be processed by BATCH between creating the voucher 
and budget check depending on the progress of the Batch cycle. If there are 
exceptions they will need to be corrected before it will process through Budget 
Check.

The Document Tolerance Checking process checks for differences between purchase 
orders and vouchers. The Document Tolerance Checking process validates that the 
dollar amount on a voucher distribution line does not differ from the associated 
PO/Receipt distribution line. It does this by the fund code. That is, if a user only 
changes the department or account on a voucher, the voucher will pass document 
tolerance checking. If the user changes the fund or increases the dollar amount on the 
distribution line, then the voucher will have exceptions. 

The Document Tolerance Checking Application Engine process (FS_DOC_TOL) enables 
you to edit tolerances between predecessor documents and successor documents—
that is, between requisitions and purchase orders in PeopleSoft Purchasing and 
between purchase orders and vouchers in PeopleSoft Payables—before you run the 
Commitment Control Budget Processor Application Engine process (FS_BP). The 
Document Tolerance Checking process validates that each distribution line amount on 
a document differs by no more than a predefined percentage (or fixed amount, 
depending on the setup) from the associated distribution line amount on its 
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predecessor document.
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Prior to 9.2 users were able to change distribution amounts between lines.
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There will be certain instances that an exception will have to be over-ridden. If you 
need to do so, you will have to log a Core-CT Footprint ticket. 
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There is new search criteria that has been added to the ‘Find an Existing’ Value page. 

Incomplete Voucher is used when you want to look for the vouchers you selected 
‘SAVE FOR LATER’ (Which is also new functionality for 9.2) –the voucher is saved and 
assigned a voucher ID but will not be picked up by any batch processes until it is 
saved with the Save button. 
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Invoice Box is now at top of page.

Save for Later Button – Use this if you are unable to complete the voucher. You will 
get a voucher number, and you can come back to it later my searching for 
“Incomplete Voucher” on the find existing value page.
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There is now a link that shows the PO Number, Line and Schedule Number on the 
Voucher Identify Information page.

This is useful because you can identify the PO you are using and not have to link into 
the old PO Receiver link.
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Submit for Approval is Back! – Voucher Processors are now able to click the submit 
button from the Invoice information page.

There are two SAVE buttons on the page – they both do the same thing 
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New Go To approval link on the payment page. 
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From the voucher page, the View Approvals link on the Payment tab opens a pop-up 
window of the voucher approval framework page. From here, the voucher can be 
approved (if they have authority to do so). This is to save the approver an extra 
navigation step. 
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Similarly, from the voucher approval page, the View Vouchers link can be used to see 
the voucher details. 
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From the approval page, a pop-up window shows the voucher page. The approver 
can look at all of the details of the voucher and then close the pop-up before making 
the approval decision.
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9.2 Upgrade AP Closing Guidelines
Vouchers for Inter-agency transfers should be approved and budget checked by close 
of business Friday, March 3rd, 2017. 
The last day Interfaced vouchers can be loaded is Monday March 6th, 2017. 
All vouchers to create payments on the last day must be approved prior to the 9:00 
am budget check process on Thursday, March 9th, 2017. 
This includes: 
o Interfaced Vouchers 
o PO Vouchers 
o Non-PO Vouchers 
o Adjustment Vouchers 
o Town Payments 
The Comptroller's last "STATE" Pay Cycle before the 9.2 Financials Upgrade will be 
processed on Thursday, March 9th, 2017 after the 9:00 am budget check.
All vouchers with a remaining balance after the last State Pay Cycle, (except those 
targeted for the ZERO pay cycle) will be DELETED or CLOSED. 
• Access to vouchers will be removed by 10:00 am on March 9, 2017. All Accounts 
Payable roles will be removed at that time. 
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